05/07/2021 03:00
PM

Primary Interest
Area
Event Name
Lift and Shift PeopleSoft
Technical and
Campus Solutions to Oracle
Reporting
Cloud in 4 weeks

05/13/2021 12:00
PM

Human Capital
Management

Training Date

05/26/2021 01:00
PM

Admissions

06/22/2021 12:00
PM

Cross-module
feature

Technical and
7/20/2021 14:00 Reporting

Learning Objective 2

Learning Objective 3

Knowledge
level
Description

Strategies for running
PeopleSoft in OCI

Retrospective on the four
week effort

Basic

Proof of concept moving PeopleSoft Campus Solutions to
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) in just four weeks
There's an easy way to send beautifully formatted emails Create a query for easy
plus Announcements and Notifications - from PeopleSoft
HR Notifications: The Easiest Create a query-based recipient Create an HR Notification
reporting on sent and unsent
HCM. Attend to find out about this new & improved
Thing You'll Do All Day
list for HR Notifications
that sends a formatted email HR Notifications
Basic
functionality.
Come learn the ins and outs of Activity Guide Composer and
Questionnaire Composer.
Learn more advanced
Learn about questionnaire
Those familiar with Task Management Activity Guides and
Activity Guide Composer
Learn about activity guide
features of activity guide
framework and
Intermediat those brand new to Activity Guides should walk away with
Webinar
composer basics
composer
acknowledgment framework e
some new knowledge and tips and tricks.

Using a Pivot Tile to Identify
and Communicate Critical
Data Corrections

06/17/2021 01:00
PM

Learning Objective 1
Tools involved with a lift and
shift approach to moving
platforms to OCI

During the presentation
attendees will have
If an attendee has never
experienced a way to use a
seen a pivot tile/drilling
pivot grid that ties to end
At the end of the presentation query combination, the
user actions. Attendees will
We’ll walk through how UMass created an app engine that
the attendees should be able attendee will have a sense of be encouraged to recognize
identifies data errors, based a query with drilling URLs on the
to evaluate if this type of data how much time and effort is ways they can use pivot tiles
results, and then created a pivot grid tile for our campuses to
error resolution solution would needed to implement this
to share information in an
Intermediat review their errors. We hope to inspire you to create your
benefit their institutions.
type of solution.
efficient way.
e
own!

Fluid 101: You won’t drown, Focus on communication
it’s only Fluid!
aspects for large sized projects
Where to find all the pages
related to setting up
ElasticSearch within Campus
Solutions (which will be similar
ElasticSearch 101 – What,
to all the other pillars of
Where, How and…Why is it PeopleSoft with a few
needed?
exceptions)

Developing your IT Project
Portfolio Management and
allowing for high visibility in
Higher Education
7/27/2021 15:00 Project & Change Management

Intake of Project Requests

Leading change for a
university wide impacting
initiative

Managing stakeholder
expectations

Basic

A basic understanding of the Who should be involved in
purpose and use of
setting up and administering
ElasticSearch
ElasticSearch
Basic

There are many moving pieces for a Fluid implementation in
Campus Solutions. Come see how DePaul University rolled out
fluid as part of our upgrade to Campus Solutions 9.2. While
the upgrade aspect was complicated, it was not as impactful
as the changes that Fluid introduced. We will discuss how we
changed our landing page/portal, created new home pages
and delivered a system that felt a bit more modern than the
one we were moving away from.
ElasticSearch is the tool/process Oracle has delivered to allow
searching of objects and information within Peoplesoft. We
will look at the following areas of interest related to
ElasticSearch, within Campus Solutions (CS) without going too
deep into any one of the topics:
•Why set-up ElasticSearch?
•What is needed to setup ElasticSearch?

Field of Study

Prerequisites

Information
Technology

None

Advance
preparation
No Advance
Preparation
Required

None

No Advance
Preparation
Required

None

No Advance
Preparation
Required

Personnel/Human
Resources
None

No Advance
Preparation
Required

Computer
Software &
Applications

None

No Advance
Preparation
Required

None of the above None

No Advance
Preparation
Required

Computer
Software &
Applications

Computer
Software &
Applications

How do you go from not knowing all the projects in your IT
Department to full visibility and collaboration with the
Campus Community? With tight resources and advancement
No Advance
and demand on technology, this session will walk you through
Preparation
Basicand Reporting
just that.
Required
Standardization of Project Plans
A view
and process
into Executive Dashboards
Business Management
None
and Organization

Learn about Lean concepts and
how they can be used to
improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of critical
Define how to identify waste
academic and business
and value added tasks in
Explore Lean tools that can
9/14/2021 13:00 Project & Change Management
Striving for Institutional Excellence
processes.
with Lean for Higher Education
your processes.
be used at your institution.
Learn about assignment
options, such as through
Learn about features and
Task management, dynamic
Learn how to build a basic
options beyond the basics
assignment via fluid tiles, and
Activity Guide Composer and Activity Guide and
such as using videos and
how you can utilize My
9/17/2021 12:00 Admissions
Questionnaire Framework
Questionnaire
pagelets/related content
Processes to use the new
Learn about miscellaneous
Learn about more advanced
expressions and expanded
expressions such as ListAgg
usage for case statements,
Learn about regular
in addition to removing
such as creating certain values expressions and how these duplicates and truncating
PS Query Expressions For
as fields, doing translations,
can be used to expand query results when receiving an
9/20/2021 13:00 Admissions
Functional Users
etc.
logic or improve output
error

9/21/2021 11:00 Admissions

File Parser - Conditional
Logic, Header Skipping and
More

Using delivered File Parser
functionality to create
conditional logic, avoid writing
code/app classes
How to skip a header row

Learn the setup elements:
UEMs - So Userful, So
security, setup component,
9/22/2021 13:00 Financial Aid
Flexible, So Easy!
query records
A Step-by-Step Overview on:
How to Conduct A Lean
Kaizen / RIE (Rapid
10/13/2021 01:00 Project & Change Improvement Event) in
PM
Management
Higher Education
Learn how to prepare for a RIE
/ Kaizen Event

10/14/2021 03:00
PM

Gain insight and understanding
about the Query Manager tabs
and using the tabs of Query
Manager be able to add and
record and select fields to
display in the query results.

Technical and
Reporting
Query Manager 101

Learn how to assign &
update: manually and in
batch

Overview

Although Lean thinking has its roots in the manufacturing
industry, its principles and practices are increasingly being
recognized as critical tools for achieving operational
efficiencies in education, healthcare, technology, services and
government. This webinar will introduce Lean concepts
Management
Come
the ins and
outs of Activity
Guide
Composerwaste
and Services
aimed learn
at maximizing
customer
value while
minimizing
Questionnaire Framework!
Those familiar with Task Management Activity Guides and
those brand new to Activity Guides should walk away with
some new knowledge and tips and tricks.

Basic

Information
Technology

Learn how to get more out of your queries as we take a look at
some of the query functionality that UT Dallas Admissions has
found to be the most helpful. We use PS Query for population
selections, reports, pagelets, and more, and would love to
Computer
Intermediat share which expressions we've found that have helped make Software &
e
our lives easier!
Applications

This session will demonstrate some methods of configuring
File Parser to avoid writing code or modifying the delivered
process. There are ways to utilize conversion routines and file
Learn about an automated
mapping to extend the functionality. When using PS Query to
flow of PS Query -> File
create a data file for File Parser, it can be formatted to help
Computer
Rename -> File Parser -> File Intermediat skip the header row. A fun batch file management process
Software &
Archive
e
will also be demo'd.
Applications

Learn how to use:
disbursement rules, marking
cohorts, incorporating into
queries, and more!
Basic

We love User Edit Messages (UEMs) here at DePaul. They are
useful, flexible, and easy. We'll start off with the setup
including some tips and tricks that could assist you later on &
move on to ways we use them here at DePaul. I would also
Information
like to spend some time hearing how you all use UEMs.
Technology

None

No Advance
Preparation
Required

No Advance
Preparation
Basic query knowledge
Required
would be helpful

None

No Advance
Preparation
Required

None

No Advance
Preparation
Required

None

No Advance
Preparation
Required

None

No Advance
Preparation
Required

So, you want to conduct a Kaizen / RIE Event? Join us for a
step-by-step introduction of what is essential to prepare for
before the event, how to conduct the event, and critical follow Management
up activities that need to be performed after your event.
Services

Learn about the follow up
Learn how to conduct a RIE/ activities to a RIE/ Kaizen
Kaizen Event
Event
Basic

Understand the different
Join types and how to add
more than one record to a
query.

None

No Advance
Preparation
Required

Learn the different methods
for adding criteria and
prompts to a query.

If you are new to the PeopleSoft query tool, join this webinar
to learn the "what", "where", and "how" of Query Manager,
including how to create basic queries.
Basic

Computer
Softward &
Applications

IT/Computer
Software and
11/15/2021 Applications

Campus Solutions Admissions - WorkCenter
101

Work Center

PS Query driving content

Activity Guide driving
content

Basic

This education series will go over some tips and tricks to
creating a Work Center in Campus Solutions and using PS
Query and Activity Guides to drive your content within the
Work Center.

Information
Technology

None

No Advance
Preparation
Required

